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	name: Jodi Thomas 
	job title: Undergraduate Environmental Practitioner
	team, office: London Devonshire Square
	question-1: What made you decide to apply for an Apprenticeship?
	answer-1a: I knew I didn't want to go to university, but found very little support in getting guidance into post college opportunities and career paths other
	answer-1b: than moving forward to study a degree. Although I didn't like the idea of full time university, I was still keen to learn and broaden my knowledge while studying for higher qualifications, and decided that studying while getting work place experience in employment was the ideal route for me, hense I went on to an apprenticeship.
	question-2: What sort of projects do you get involved with?
	answer-2: I am now based in Ecology and work on projects such as HS2, A27 Arundel and other smaller stand alone projects, all with varying jobs around them. Being able to help other more senior ecologists on projects, learning different methods both in the field and the office to do with different species has taught me alot. I have already learnt alot of skills around data handling and how to manage large data sets. As well as gaining valuable species specific knowledge from the people around me.
	question-3: What do you like best about your apprenticeship with WSP? 
	answer-3: I like the inclusivity and equality within WSP. Although there is a clear hierachy (as needed in any successful establishment), you are not belittled or made to feel any less important. Everyone is friendly and welcoming and there is no task that is too big for anyone. I never feel a burden for asking someone for advice or a bit of help. The opportunities are endless and the projects vary so much that you are constantly learning new things and working with new people.
	question-4: What are you looking forward to / what is your next career step?
	answer-4: I am looking forward to continue learning and taking in the wealth of knowledge around me. I want to make the most of being in an environment where everybody is keen to progress in their career, being driven and focussed. This ambition and work ethic is inspiring and you can't help but let it motivate you to push that extra mile. I am also looking forward to conitnuing with my degree and hope that the skills I learn will be transferable accross my studies and career. 


